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Your website talks to way more people than 
your average salesperson does every day. 

Pete Caputa, BP, Sales @ HubSpot

CREATING A MORE EFFECTIVE WEBSITE: 
WHERE TO BEGIN 

Your website is the home base for promoting your 
company. It’s where people who don’t know you 
go to learn about you. And it’s where your loyal 
followers visit regularly to get the latest news and 
connect with your community. 

With the ultimate goal of more clients, customers, 
donors or patients, it’s important to take a fresh 
look at how you’re presenting your business by 
doing a web assessment every year. 

But just as you wouldn’t invite guests to a party 
without proper planning, you shouldn’t evaluate your 
website without some guidelines. Here, we offer 
four tips on how to keep target audiences coming 
your way. 

Let’s get this party started. 

Introduction

Over 80% of marketers 
consider increasing 
overall conversion a 
dominant priority for 
their website optimiza-
tion programs.

MarketingSherpa 
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69% of North American marketers 
say dynamic, personalized content 
is important for their website. Only 
5% say it’s of low importance.

Marketing Charts

PARTY GUEST LIST

Who is your customer? 
Even the coolest party can flop if the right crowd 
isn’t invited. The first step in maintaining a success-
ful presence on the web is figuring out who your 
right crowd is. You can do this by creating buyer 
personas, which are fictional, generalized represen-
tations of your ideal customers or clients. 

Buyer personas help your entire organization:

 — Understand your current customers better.

 — Target and reach the perfect new prospects.

 — Make it easier for you to tailor content to the 
specific needs, behaviors and concerns of 
different groups.

As part of your personas, be sure to include 
research on search terms that people are using 
to find the information, services or products your 
company offers. This will improve the search engine 
optimization (SEO) of your site, helping to ensure 
it ranks high in search results in Google or other 
search engines.

Create an optimal visitor experience

Need help creating 
your buyer personas?

Download our  
buyer persona  
template here. > 

http://pages.gacreative.com/FREE-BUYER-PERSONA-TEMPLATE?UTM_CAMPAIGN=EGUIDE%3A%20HOW%20TO%20CREATE%20A%20PERSONA&UTM_SOURCE=GA%20RESOURCES%20PAGE
http://pages.gacreative.com/FREE-BUYER-PERSONA-TEMPLATE?UTM_CAMPAIGN=EGUIDE%3A%20HOW%20TO%20CREATE%20A%20PERSONA&UTM_SOURCE=GA%20RESOURCES%20PAGE
http://pages.gacreative.com/FREE-BUYER-PERSONA-TEMPLATE?UTM_CAMPAIGN=EGUIDE%3A%20HOW%20TO%20CREATE%20A%20PERSONA&UTM_SOURCE=GA%20RESOURCES%20PAGE
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Sticky content works

87% of buyers say online content 
has a major or moderate impact on 
vendor preference and selection; 
but 43% say “blatantly self-promo-
tional” content is a major turn off.

B2B Marketing Insider

What are they looking for?
You don’t want your site visitors to be that guy at 
the party who has one drink and leaves. You want 
them to stay a while by creating sticky content. 

Types of sticky content: 

 — Blogs with target-right keywords offering tips 
and how-to information, not self-serving news. 

 — Special offers such as informational guidebooks, 
trial products and free consultations.

 — Dedicated landing pages for your various 
calls-to-action. 

 — Easy-to-complete contact forms.

With your sticky content in place, then you can:

 — Drive traffic to special offer landing pages using 
other traditional and digital media.

 — Build your leads list with those who completed 
your form and took advantage of your offer.

 — Implement a nurturing program to build 
relationships with leads by continuing to deliver 
them things they value.

Create an optimal visitor experience

Ask yourself

Do your site pages, 
blogs and resource 
links have enough 
new content tailored 
to each of your buyer 
personas? You should 
be providing new 
content for each 
target audience 
weekly. 
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THINK ABOUT PARTY FLOW 

Serve up a warm welcome
At your party, you’re not going to put the couch in 
front of the door to the restroom, or sit your college 
roommate next to your weird cousin at dinner. 
Thinking about your entire customer journey is a lot 
like thinking about that ever-critical party flow.

Remember, your website is one piece of your entire 
customer experience. Making sure it syncs up with 
your outbound communications that lead them to 
your site, and with your follow-up lead nurturing 
efforts, is what drives conversions most effectively.

Your goal: Invite them with content and convert 
visitors into leads, then into customers, clients, 
patients or contributors. 

Give fresh eyes to site navigation

Companies who 
publish 16+ blog 
posts per month get 
almost 3.5 times 
more website traffic 
than companies who 
publish 0-4 blog 
posts and about 4.5 
times more leads. 

HubSpot
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Strangers Visitors Leads Customers Promoters

Attract

Search engine optimization (SEO)

Google adwords (PPC) 

Social media

Delight

Surveys

Smart content

Social monitoring

Convert

Lead capture

Content offerings

Webinars

Downloadables

Close

Warm lead emails

Retargeting

THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY
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Chart all paths
You want users to navigate and consume related 
content without losing their way. Now’s the time 
to revisit how visitors move through the site and 
ensure you have an intuitive user interface. 

Analyze your analytics 
Using your website analytics, you can you see 
whether a user stays in one place or hops around 
the party venue, helping inform how you may make 
site revisions over time. 

Always continue the conversation 
Ultimately, you want to capture user data so that 
you can embark on lead nurturing activities. So 
on each page, ask yourself, what’s next? If a user 
is reading the president’s bio, are they offered up 
a link to a blog post from the president with tips 
relevant to their business? Does that blog post then 
offer further, related content? Ideally, opportunities 
for email/information capture exist on every page of 
your website. 

Ask yourself

Are you using analyt-
ics to track who you’re 
reaching, how and 
with what information?

Ask yourself

Are you capturing target 
audience information in 
several places on your 
site? Want to know more 
about email capture 
boxes? 

See some  
examples here. >

Focus on the user experience
You likely developed a sitemap when you initially 
launched your site. An important step in evaluating 
your website annually is navigating through your site 
with a fresh eye, remembering all the “must haves” 
that make for a seamless user experience. If you’re 
starting fresh, never leap to design or development 
without properly mapping your site. 

Unlike collateral such as a brochure or PowerPoint 
presentation, thinking about how to arrange your 
web content goes much deeper. Imagine flipping 
the site on its side and viewing each space or page 
as a bucket that needs to be filled. Each bucket 
may contain layers of content (subpages) within 
it, moving from general information down to very 
specific content. 

The goal is to tell your brand story in a compelling 
and complimentary way throughout. 

Ask yourself

Is it easy for your 
audiences to “jump” 
through your site, with 
calls-to-action at the 
end of each blog post 
or related links at the 
bottom of each page? 
Or, are visitors left 
to their own devices 
once they land on 
your site?

Give fresh eyes to site navigation 

http://blog.gacreative.com/blog/whats-in-an-email-capture-box-6-alluring-boxes-from-tech-companies
http://blog.gacreative.com/blog/whats-in-an-email-capture-box-6-alluring-boxes-from-tech-companies
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75% of users admit to making 
judgments about a company’s 
credibility based on their web-
site’s design. 

Stanford Web Credibility Research

THINK ABOUT YOUR VENUE 

Decorate it to suit your style
If your content map, or site architecture, is the 
“what” and the site’s navigation is the “how,” the 
site design is the “wow.” If your site is lacking “wow” 
there are several options for refreshing or updating 
what you’ve got to better lure in customer, client, 
patient or donor leads. And if you’re just launching 
today, you’ll find it easier than ever to put up a pol-
ished, professional and approachable web presence 
that delivers on your company’s brand and key 
messages. 

Add the wow factor

Ask yourself

When was the last 
time your copy 
and images were 
updated? If it’s 
been one year or 
more, it’s time to 
take another look.
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Choose your design platform

Off-the-shelf
Open source solutions like WordPress or 
SquareSpace are the best fit for smaller 
budgets and the quickest, simplest solution 
for building and maintaining your website–no 
coding required. Both offer dozens of proven 
templates to choose from. And, they support 
graphics, simple animation and audio/video, 
built-in site search, a blog, contact forms and 
social media integration.

Semi-custom
Content management systems are a great 
way to build a custom design while managing 
ongoing updates without the need for a 
developer. SiteFinity and Kentico are two 
robust platforms to consider.

Fully custom
Fully custom design with completely custom 
functionality may be needed depending on 
the technical resources available to you, the 
sophistication of your site and your security 
requirements.

Add the wow factor

Be responsive
Responsive web design used to be an optional 
add-on and viewed as costly. Not anymore–it’s not 
only attainable for everyone, it’s essential.

It’s future proof
Responsive design is device-agnostic, accommo-
dating users regardless of device. So when a new 
device is launched tomorrow, your site will be ready.

It’s fully functional
Mobile sites used to be “light” versions of full 
websites, but not anymore. Responsive designs can 
be handled by today’s faster and smarter devices, 
meeting user demand. 

It’s better for SEO
Because they are seamless to view across devices, 
responsive websites have a reduced bounce rate. 
What CMO isn’t impressed by that?

Nearly 2/3 of 
Americans are now 
smartphone owners, 
and for many, these 
devices are a key 
entry point to the 
online world. 

Pew Research Center 
U.S. Smartphone Use  
in 2015

48% of users say 
that if they arrive on 
a business site that 
isn’t working well on 
mobile, they take it as 
an indication of the 
business simply not 
caring. 

MarginMedia

Look ahead

Consider how you’ll 
promote your site 
once it’s live. Content 
marketing, aka 
inbound marketing, 
is about attracting 
people to your site 
through valuable 
content that will 
engage them on their 
own volition.
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Keep content fresh

Google and other search engines are constantly 
looking for new content that is popularly searched. 
Add fresh news, people, products and more to your 
site on a regular basis.

SEND INVITATIONS. THEN KEEP  
SENDING THEM.

The world of marketing is all about getting potential 
customers, clients, patients and donors to show up 
on your doorstep. Whether you’re ready to explore 
a full awareness and response strategy or are just 
looking to incorporate some content marketing best 
practices, there are several things you can do to help 
draw in new visitors and to keep them coming back. 

Deploy search tactics
Understand the terms people might use to find a 
company who offers what you do. And determine 
terms through which you want to be found. 
Incorporate them in your website content and code. 
Fresh, optimized content is a solid step toward 
helping you appear high on a search results page.

Draw in visitors 

There are free DIY 
tools out there to 
research and create 
your keyword list, 
such as Google 
Keyword Planner. > 
You can even use a 
search engine or two 
to type in a few words 
and get ideas. 

https://adwords.google.com/KeywordPlanner
https://adwords.google.com/KeywordPlanner
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Tap the power of PPC 
Need a bigger boost? Add paid advertising such 
as pay-per-click (PPC), by bidding on and paying 
for certain keywords that will generate simple ads 
you create at or near the top of page results. Once 
clicked, they are a direct link to your site.

Cite sources people trust
When your site includes links to content from 
familiar and trusted organizations or individuals, 
your site’s content quality–and therefore your 
search ranking–goes up with it. Think “Top 10 lists” 
or advice from “this guru” or the latest “data from X” 
or “trends from Y.” 

Draw in visitors 

Blog and optimize for social media 
An active blog and social media integration are musts 
for driving site traffic. More than that, they invite ways 
to qualify your visitors as leads, target them for future 
nurturing and convert them into customers.

Give them a comfortable place to land
Incorporate landing pages specific to special 
events, promotions and offers to create a consistent 
experience for visitors. 

Streamline your databases
Often, companies have outdated databases or are 
using too many, potentially over-communicating 
with some contacts or leaving others with no 
communication at all. Automated tools can help, but 
at a minimum, devote some manpower to cleaning 
up lists and incorporating all information into one 
database, if possible. 
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READY TO ATTRACT NEW VISITORS AND 
LEADS?

Just like your party needs rockin’ music, your 
website needs annual checks for relevancy to 
your brand and efficacy with your audience. So 
remember: 

 — Stay focused on attracting visitors and 
converting new leads by creating or revisiting 
target audience personas and remembering the 
customer journey. 

 — Create a site map that efficiently gets 
visitors the content they want—and you the 
opportunities you need to capture leads. 

 — Ensure that your site is running on the right 
platform, is polished and professional, and offers  
just what your audiences are looking for now. 

 — Encourage partygoers to come to you, versus 
the other way around, with content marketing, 
SEO best practices and more. 

Key takeaways

Think about it!

For a website with 
10,000 visits per 
month, a 5% boost in 
conversions translates 
to an added 500 
leads per month.



ABOUT GA CREATIVE

Build a website that keeps them coming back  
for more.
GA Creative has decades of experience creating 
award-winning websites and other online experi-
ences. Turn to us to help you build or refresh your 
website into a powerful branding and lead-genera-
tion resource to help your company grow.

Contact us today
425.454.0101 x135

GAcreative.com

http://GAcreative.com
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